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SAVING SYDNEYS TREES  
SUBMISSION TO GSC “Draft” - Greater Sydney Plan for Sydney 

Saving Sydneys Trees submit their request and comment for inclusion in the Greater Sydney 
Commission Plan for Sydney. 

Our  Request is that the GSC incorporates and holds above all other directives,  their stated aim and 
responsibility to the public, for a LIVEABLE and SUSTAINABLE Greater Sydney. THIS would meet the 
expectations of the public and deliver Sydney a better Future. 

The commonly expressed  desires of the public for Canopy Protection and Enhancement of Health 
and Wellbeing aspects they provide, in all spheres of development, needs to be implemented. It is 
submitted that unless the GSC places mandatory controls in place, a continued regressive 
development path in these stated direction, will be enabled to proceed. (Current Planning creating 
“Heat Sinks” and Canopy demise, along with increased costs to living and Health Care  upon the 
Public Person and Purse). Growing research throughout Australia and the Globe substantiating the 
need for different practices and need for Protection Laws and directives to assure the integrity of 
planning NSW which has recently produced Projects that have taken the TRUST in them, from the 
public. 

Urban Designed Planning particularly, in the implicit population to canopy and Green Space ratio 
stresses, have been found wanting in their planning and reality. 

These controls would include:- 

*SETBACKS from roadways, that include the environmental protections of TREES (both Physical 
barriers and Respiratory Health) 

* TREE PLANS that create MANDATORY In Area” Replacement and Increased Canopy –A Standard 
replacement ratio and type that enables consistency and gives values that allow for retention and 
upgrade of the public Asset that these trees represent. A Consistent, transparent , accountable 
system of  “Goal Attainment”. 

* A TREE REGISTER Established and upgraded for Accountability and Responsibility for the Publics 
Trees Assets – This would place NSW and Indeed Sydney in a positive Aligned position with 
Melbourne and other already advanced states and cities, and gives means to once again attain  
Liveability and meet public Expectations of Planning NSW. 

* SCHOOL AND PLAYING FIELDS that exceed current diminished ratios and that reflect projected 
population figures presented for the next 50, 100+ years. Incorporating, Canopy shade and habitat-
(This is separate to SPORTS Fields). 

*SPORTS Facilities that are separate to the above but planned with the same forethought and 
perspective, toward a BETTER future situation. 

* RMS or equivalent “claims” on Public Assets for future road expansions, impacting  our 
Canopy/Trees and Green Spaces (of all types) needs to be non-applicable or intrinsic, to or in, these 



plans. Historical aspects would be included in this protection also. (Such reclamation was attempted 
in the Alexandria to Moore Park Extension, which would have added a “Multiplier” to the Negative 
Environmental, Social and Economic Well Being of the wider Public). Clearly, the attitudes of the past 
are inappropriate to those of todays’ requirements. 

* AUSGRID AND ENERGY providers present a perfect opportunity to Underground and Future Proof 
within these plans. Bringing the economic  advantages and Public Duty of CARE into the future.  The 
data drill and non-intrusive means to accomplish this would need the “CONTROLS” indicated, i.e. to 
be Mandated by the GSC. In the light of the weather conditions that are indicated to become more 
frequent and intense this would seem the right direction. Protecting the public and the existing 
Assets of our tree canopy.(-We are happy to work with you on this and other aspects). 

WE commend the principle of “Habitat Corridors” and see them as necessary to provide for the 
public and wildlife responsibilities. It is emphasised that the use of these as “Artistically 
Represented” in the Draft Plan are not wide or deep enough to allow for the realistic viability of 
trees, of the necessary significant nature required. Nor, the surface areas  presented,  to enable  
sustainable population growths presented into the future.  

We recommend that they be increased by multiples in area and that before starting any 
developments,  a Canopy Register be recorded, to test adherence and reinforce accountability to the 
state of canopy increases or decline. This is in line with Federal Promises to the Australian Public and 
the Globe- (With record high temperatures and projections into the future, this is seen as the only 
responsible direction in planning). 

SST submit an expectation of ALL protection of Waterways and again the provision of Future Proof 
areas surrounding these with trees and Parklands be invited extensively into the plan. 

WE do ALERT you to the Central District Productivity figures presented as depicting the NSW CSELR, 
NOW discredited figures of Capacity; Congestion and adequacy and the population and development 
projected into these now disabled areas. The resultant  canopy depletion of over 9 hectares in all 
and NOT, “ in area”,  significantly endanger any progress along the lines presented. There are also 
significant ecological, water and geological implications of water pressures on Foundations of the 
projected High Rise structures and existing buildings that would need to be investigated in true 
responsible planning.- (A restriction of development would seem to be called for, especially when 
the depletion of,  the significant nature and number of trees that have been removed from the area 
already ,with more still to come IF this project remains unamended). 

Recognition of West Connex also discredited presented figures would need your addressed.   

This submission is in  

 line with all stated L11-19 and S1-13 that gives rise to the Productivity sort, within the GSC AIMs and 
Objectives. 

We look to a BETTER Future and trust ethical and complete adherence to these stated aims and 
expectations of the public will be met. 

Most Sincerely 



SAVING  SYDNEYS  TREES 
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